
CIS 475/575: Topic # 2

System Analysts Skills:
Analytical Skills and Systems Thinking

The Skills Needed To Succeed as a Systems Analyst 
 
 Analytical Skills   ability to see things as systems, identify, analyze, and solve  
      problems in an optimal way for a specific organization. 
 

 Technical Skills  ability to understand how computers, data networks,  
      databases, operating systems, etc. work together, as well as  
      their potentials and limitations. 
 
 Management Skills  
      include organization’s recourse management, project 
      management (people and money), risk management, and  
      change management. 
 

 Communication Skills 
   include effective interpersonal communication (written,  
   verbal, visual, electronic, face-to-face conversations,  
   presentations in front of groups), listening, group facilitation 
   skills. 
 

  



 

Analytical Skills include four sets of sub skills that are essential for System Analyst:  
 

1)   Systems Thinking, 
2)   Organizational Knowledge 
3)   Problem Identification, and 
4)   Problem Analyzing and Solving. 

 
 

1) Systems Thinking    
   involves identifying something as a system, visualizing the system  
   and translating it into abstract terms, and thinking about the  
   characteristics of the specific situation.  
        
     Systems thinking is useful for thinking about computer–based information  
     systems because information systems can be seen as  
     subsystems in larger organizational systems, taking input from, and  
     returning output to, their organizational environments. 

  

Definition of a  System and Its Parts 
 
 A System  is an inter-related set of components, with an identifiable  
    boundary, working together for some purpose. 
 
 Any system has nine (9) characteristics: 
 

1)   Components   - an irreducible part or aggregation of parts 
2)   Relations (links) - dependence of one subsystem on one or more  
              subsystems 
3)   A Boundary  - a line that sets off the system from its environment 
4)   A Purpose  - the overall goal or function of a system 
5)   An Environment - everything external to a system that interacts with the  
        system 
6)   Interfaces  -  points of “system-environment” and “subsystem- 
        subsystem” contacts 
7)   Input    - whatever a system takes from its environment 
8)   Output   - whatever a system returns to its environment 
9)   Constraint(s)  - limit(s) to what a system can accomplish 



A General Depiction of a System

A Fast Food Restaurant as a System



 

 In-Classroom Exercise 
 

 

Important System Concepts 
 
 Once we have recognized something as a system, how do we understand the 

system? 
 
 Important system Concepts include: 

1)    Open system: a system that interacts freely with its    
 environment, taking input and returning output. 
2)    Closed system: a system that is cut off from its environment  
 and does not interact with it. 
3)    Modularity  is dividing a system into parts/chunks/modules of  
 relatively uniform size. 
4)    Decomposition is the process of breaking down a system into  
 its component parts.  
5)    Coupling is the extent to which subsystems are dependent on  
 each other.  
6)    Cohesion is the extent to which a system or a subsystem  
 performs a single function. 

 



 
 Applying Systems Thinking and Concepts to IS 
 

 
 Information systems usually can be seen as subsystems in larger  
 organizational systems, taking input from, and returning input to,  
 their organizational environments. 
 
 Apply system definition, system parts definitions, and system concepts  

 as often as possible, and create at least one type of a  formal description  
 of your system – the so-called data flow diagrams. 

 
 

Fast Food Restaurant’s Customer Order Information System 
Depicted in a Data Flow Diagram

Components



Analytical Skills 
 
 Analytical Skills include four sets of sub skills that are essential for System 

Analyst:  
 

1)   Systems Thinking, 
2)   Organizational Knowledge 
3)   Problem Identification, and 
4)   Problem Analyzing and Solving. 

 
 

Analytical Skills: Organization Knowledge 
 
  System analyst must understand  how organization works. 
 
 Organizations are systems  because they are made up of interrelated 
  components working together for a purpose.  

 
 They take input from and return output   to their environments.  
 
 Organizations can be redesigned through a systems analysis  and  

 design process by which system components are replaced while  
 preserving interconnections between components. 
 
 Examples of Organizational Knowledge: (virtually any piece of information will help) 

- how work officially gets done in a particular organization, 
- understanding of organization rules and regulations, internal policies, 
- understanding of org. competitive and regulatory environments, 

- understanding of org. strategies and tactics, 



Analytical Skills: Problem Analyzing and Solving 
 
 In problem identification,  system analyst MUST BE ABLE to  
 compare the current situation in an organization to the desired 
 situation: advantages and disadvantages of both of them, perspectives, 
    etc.  
 
 Problem identification involves measurement not decision making 

(identify and measure as many details of a problem as possible and  
create a solid foundation for a well-thought and weighted decision(s) 
and/or alternatives) 

  
 
 Problem solving is the process of finding one or more ways to create  
 the desired situation and select one approach for implementation. 
 
 
CIS 475/575 Course Project:  
problem identification + problem solving + demo of a quick software 
prototype.  

  

CIS 475/575: Topic # 2

System Analysts Skills:
Technical, Management, and Communication 
Skills



Technical   Skills: 
 
 Computers (PCs, mini, mainframes, etc.)  
 
 Computer networks (LAN, WAN, VPNs, administration, security, etc.) 

 
 Operating systems (Unix, Mac/OS, Windows) 

 
 Data Exchange Protocols (ftp, http, etc.) 

 
 Programming languages (C++, Java, XML, etc.) 

 
 Software applications (Office, project managements,  etc.) 

 
 Information systems (databases, MISs, decision support systems, etc.) 

 
 System development tools and environments (report generators,  
 office automation tools, etc.) 

 
  

Managerial Skills:
Project Management 
Process Groups and 
Knowledge Areas

The PMI Project Management 
Body of Knowledge framework 
used for the text is structured 
around:

• 5 process groups which 
are made up of 

• component processes
consisting of tools, 
techniques, and 
outcomes organized 
within 

• nine knowledge areas



CS / CIS Project Management: Media Salaries (in 2011-2012)

http://www.payscale.com/best-colleges/computer-science-degree.asp

CIS491 course (Fall semester): CIS Project Management
CS591(Spring semester): Software Project Management

9 PM Knowledge Areas:

• Integration Management

• Scope Management

• Time Management

• Cost Management

• Quality Management

• Human Resources Management

• Communications Management

• Risk Management

• Procurement Management

SW/CIS PM Process Machine



Communication  Skills: 
 

Communication skills needed by systems analysts include  
 
1)   clear and effective interpersonal communication, whether written, verbal,  
   or visual, from writing reports to face–to–face conversations, to presentations  
      in front of groups; 

 
2)   listening (accepting opinions and ideas from other project team members), 
 
3)   group facilitation or FTR skills: 

- setting an agenda,  
- leading discussions,  
- involving all parties in the discussion,  
- summarizing ideas,  
- keeping discussions on the agenda, 
- etc. 

 
 
 

  

Characteristics of High Performance Team: 
 
 A high-performance team is a successful team. With the high-performance 

team, one can see the existence of a real team spirit.  The team becomes its own 
entity.   

  A good analogy is that of a basketball team.  A basketball team can be   
  successful and not win a championship.  However, most basketball teams that 
  win a championship have a synergy; each component (individual player)  
  knows what is best for the team, and the good of the team  is placed before  
  the needs of the individual (such as scoring more points). 
 
 Characteristics of high-performance team: 

- shared vision or goal 
- sense of team identity   (FORD teams, 1923) 
- result-driven structure   (Microsoft teams, 19xx) 
- competent team members 
- commitment to the team  (up to 80 hours a week) 
- mutual trust 
- interdependence among team members 
- effective communication  (email, audio- and video-conferencing via Web) 
- sense of autonomy   (Adria Iles: unusual timetable) 
- small team size    (Microsoft VB5.0 team – 7 persons) 
- high level of enjoyment 

  
 
 



System Analysts as a Profession: 
 
  Whether or not systems analysis is a profession is open to debate.  
 
  The debate typically centers around whether the following generally 

accepted characteristics of a profession exist in the systems analysis field: 
  - college curriculum guidelines,  
  - standards of practice,  
  - professional societies,  
  - certification programs, and  
  - job descriptions, 
  - professional training, 
  - codes of ethics. 
 
  A code of ethics is a list of statements of intended conduct, emphasizing 

personal responsibility, honesty, and relevant laws, which provides 
guidelines for individual behavior in situations where the appropriate ethical 
action may not be evident. 

 
  Job Description, Nature of Work, Job Outlook, etc. 

 

System Analyst as a Profession

http://stats.bls.gov/oco/earnings



System Analyst: Salary Calculator

http://www.salaryexpert.com/seco/index.cfm?Action=DisplayNAInput&CobrandID=95&area=360000

Topic # 2: Homework Assignment (HW2)

System Analysts Skills:
Analytical, Technical, Management, and 
Communication Skills
(see a separate file)


